COALITION OF BC BUSINESSES
Small businesses worried about hiring, investment under NDP
Strong support for changes to B.C. labour laws and employment standards
Vancouver, BC (September 18, 2012) – The small businesses who employ the vast
majority of British Columbians are nervous about the impact an NDP government would
have on their ability to hire and invest.
A survey of more than 600 small businesses found:
• 77% are pessimistic about hiring and investment under the BC NDP
• 68% say the BC NDP would increase challenges and barriers to doing business
• 56% would consider postponing major expansion or investment decisions until
after the election if the BC NDP were elected
“Small business employers are worried about the NDP’s impact on business, jobs, and
investment,” said Mark von Schellwitz, Chair of the Coalition of BC Businesses. “This is a
clear sign that the Party needs to draft policies that will give small business employers
more comfort with the NDP platform.”
The survey also found strong support for changes to labour laws and employment
standards.
Labour code:
• 71% would support reversing the law requiring new owners to inherit the previous
union certification and collective agreement
• 67% would favour lifting the ban on replacement workers during a labour dispute
• 66% would support making rules for decertification the same as the rules for
certification
Employment standards:
• 75% want more flexibility in averaging overtime hours
• 71% favour a merger of the Labour Relations Board, Employment Standards
Branch, and the Human Rights Tribunal into one unified workplace tribunal
• 60% favour linking minimum wage increases or decreases to economic indicators
The online survey by NRG Research was commissioned by the Coalition of BC Businesses
and surveyed 616 small business employers who are members of the associations that
constitute the Coalition of BC Businesses.
The Coalition of BC Businesses (coalitionbcbusiness.ca) represents 15 BC business
associations. The Coalition's principal focus is the development of labour and employment
policies that will help foster a positive relationship between employers and employees and
a climate for new economic growth, opportunities, and jobs.
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Sample:
This survey was administered to all the members of the associations who belong to
the Coalition of BC Businesses. The individual associations were each responsible
for emailing the survey link to their members. By clicking on the link, individual
respondents accessed the online survey hosted on a secure NRG server. A separate
open link was used for participating member associations. There were a smaller
number of responses from some of the associations, which makes for questionable
comparisons for statistical significance between them, however, examination of the
data generally shows consistency in responses between associations.
Questionnaire:
The survey was composed by the Coalition of BC Businesses with some suggestions
from NRG on wording and ordering of questions.
Administration:
The survey was emailed to Coalition members starting on August 7th, 2012 with the
final cut off on August 31, 2012. Times for the initial and reminder emails were
staggered for different associations to best fit their schedules and member
communication programs.
Data tabulation and report preparation was undertaken by NRG:
www.nrgresearchgroup.com
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